Noise Estimation and Type Identification in Natural Scene and Medical Images using Deep Learning Approaches
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The image enhancement for the natural images is the vast field where the quality of the images degrades based on the capturing and processing methods employed by the capturing devices. Based on noise type and estimation of noise, filter need to be adopted for enhancing the quality of the image. In the same manner, the medical field also needs some filtering mechanism to reduce the noise and detection of the disease based on the clarity of the image captured; in accordance with it, the preprocessing steps play a vital role to reduce the burden on the radiologist to make the decision on presence of disease. Based on the estimated noise and its type, the filters are selected to delete the unwanted signals from the image. Hence, identifying noise types and denoising play an important role in image analysis. The proposed framework addresses the noise estimation and filtering process to obtain the enhanced images. This paper estimates and detects the noise types, namely Gaussian, motion artifacts, Poisson, salt-and-pepper, and speckle noises. Noise is estimated by using discrete wavelet transformation (DWT). This separates the image into quadruple sub-bands. Noise and HH sub-band are high-frequency components. HH sub-band also has vertical edges. These vertical edges are removed by performing Hadamard operation on downsampled Sobel edge-detected image and HH sub-band. Using HH sub-band after removing vertical edges is considered for estimating the noise. The Rician energy equation is used to estimate the noise. This is given as input for Artificial Neural Network to improve the estimated noise level. For identifying noise type, CNN is used. After removing vertical edges, the HH sub-band is given to the CNN model for classification. The classification accuracy results of identifying noise type are 100% on natural images and 96.3% on medical images.

1. Introduction

Digital images are part of everyday life. Applications such as satellite television, medical imaging, geographic information systems, and astronomy use digital images. Regarding the information revolution, one of the most intriguing features is the capacity to communicate and receive sophisticated data beyond traditional written language boundaries. In images, noise modeling is influenced by the capturing instruments and by problems with the data acquisition process. Other factors that influence noise modeling in images include radiation sources, transmission media, and image quantization. An image is defined as a function with two dimensions \( f(x, y) \), \( x \) and \( y \) are coordinates and \( f(x, y) \) is the gray value. There are two types of images: grayscale image with one gray channel and RGB image with red, green, and blue channels.

Many medical imaging modalities are available. Ultrasound or sonogram is the cheapest and safest medical
imaging for investigating abdominal and pelvic organs and checking fetal development. CT is costlier than the US and more affordable than MRI. They detect tumors, bone fractures, cancer identification, and internal bleeding. MRI is used to capture images of anatomical and physiological body regions. In all these imaging modalities, during its acquisition process, noise increases because of the capturing procedure, electrical fluctuations, body movement, body fat, and liquid present in the body. For example, in asymptomatic diseases such as brain aneurysms in their first stage, their features are similar to pixels of white noise. If missed during MRI imaging, it results in subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH). SAH discharges blood into the subarachnoid space, it has 40% risk of life threatening [1]. A noisy image may not detect aneurysm leading to human mistakes in its detection. Similarly, the presence of noises reduces the performance of segmentation, registration, classification, or tensor estimation [2]. MR images get noise due to scanned objects, electrical fluctuations during acquisition, noise due to RF coils and conductors, and hardware components [3]. Noises in MRIs are often considered as Racian distribution with low levels (SNR < 2) [4] and the Gaussian distributions with SNR > 2 [5]. For denoising, many filters such as spatial domain filters, transform domain filters, anisotropic filters, nonlocal means, and wavelet transform approaches are used [6–9].

The noise unfavorably affects the image quality and may also damage postimage processing procedures. For improved observation and analysis of medical images, noise estimation, type identification, denoising, and image augmentation becomes crucial. Noise’s standard deviation is estimated and used as image denoising parameters and thereby improving images’ visual quality. Thus, the noise type should be predicted to generate denoised images. Several methods are present to eliminate noise, but there is a need for accurate noise estimation and its type identification. Figures 1(a) and 2(a) are original images of natural and medical image datasets, respectively.

Type of the noises:

1. Gaussian noise is the random intensity values added to the image, and it occurs when the random
## Table 1: Literature survey summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Performance measure and accuracy</th>
<th>Gaps identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Noise identification and denoising from the grayscale image; Noise: impulse noise</td>
<td>Dataset: Baboon, Cameraman, Lena, peppers, and Pemaquid images (512 × 512 image resolution)</td>
<td>Accuracy: PSNR = 47.278, SSIM = 0.978, SDME = 61.637</td>
<td>The image size is only five; Identify only noisy pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Noises: impulse and electronic; Statistical features: kurtosis and skewness fed to the ANN</td>
<td>Dataset: Kaggle dataset of natural images; Two hundred images of both noises. Training 60%, testing 40%</td>
<td>Accuracy 94.37%</td>
<td>Lesser number of images are considered for training and testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>Noises: Gaussian; Estimate noise level using DWT coefficients</td>
<td>Dataset: MRI images of T1 and T2 weighted</td>
<td>Estimate noise</td>
<td>No classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>Noises: impulse, Gaussian, speckle, line pattern stripes, and circle pattern ring; Two-cascaded CNN model is designed</td>
<td>BSD dataset and 1,000 CT dataset from NBIA, 300 SEM dataset from Dartmouth</td>
<td>Performance measure: PSNR and SSIM; PSNR-37.46, SSIM-0.9001</td>
<td>They are estimating the noise and denoising using CNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Noises: impulse, Gaussian, speckle, and Poisson; To reduce the computation time, the PCA filters are used</td>
<td>Dataset: natural images from SIPI dataset-misc</td>
<td>We have carried out three experiments. Four types of noise combinations of noises; Overall accuracy 86.3%</td>
<td>They are considered four types of noise impulse, Gaussian, speckle, and Poisson, with eight classifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Noise: impulse; DCT to obtain the kurtosis in terms of a sum of absolute deviation to identify impulse noise</td>
<td>Dataset: natural images USC-SIPI Image database; Size 170 images of different noise levels</td>
<td>Accuracy: 97%</td>
<td>The data set is small and natural images. Considers only impulse noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Noise: Gaussian, Speckle, and salt and pepper; Statistical features such as kurtosis and skewness</td>
<td>Dataset: few images from natural and medical</td>
<td>Features: kurtosis, skewness; Accuracy: not given</td>
<td>Few images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>Noises: Gaussian, speckle, salt-and-pepper; Features: kurtosis and skewness. Method: PNN</td>
<td>Dataset: natural images; Size: not mentioned</td>
<td>Accuracy: 82%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>Gaussian, speckle, salt-and-pepper; Features: kurtosis and skewness. ANN for classification</td>
<td>Dataset: natural images; Size: 180 images</td>
<td>Accuracy: average 84%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>Noises: Gaussian, speckle, salt-and-pepper; Features: kurtosis and skewness. Method: KNN, NN</td>
<td>Dataset: natural images; Size: 70</td>
<td>Accuracy: ANN: 87%, NN: 90%</td>
<td>Seventy natural images such as cameraman are used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fluctuations from the source happen. On natural or medical images, it degrades the image by masking the fine details of the image. Figures 1(b) and 2(b) show their effect on natural and medical images.

(2) Motion artifact: a noise that adds to the image during the acquisition of the image because of patients’ movement of fluids in the body and breathing. This blurs the image by smudging the boundaries. Figures 1(c)
and 2(c) show their effect on natural and medical images.

(3) Shot noise or Poisson noise: modeled using the Poisson process. This adds up to the image from the electric fluctuations. This is also similar to Gaussian noise. Figures 1(d) and 2(d) show their effect on natural and medical images.

(4) Salt-and-pepper noise or impulse noise: may be created by small and unexpected disturbances in the image signal. It expresses itself by randomly occurring white or black (or both) dots over the image. On the natural or medical images, it appears as sparsely appearing black and white spots, which may vanish the micro details of the image. Figures 1(e) and 2(e) show their effect on natural and medical images.

(5) Speckle noise is represented as multiplicative values. This adds to the image from the interference of many waves of the same frequency. This also appears same as Gaussian noise. Figure 1(e) and 2(f) show their effect on natural and medical images.

Effects of the noises on the medical images:

(1) The detection of the boundary of the objects becomes tough when the noises are present in the image
(2) Due to the wrong placement of the boundaries, the area measurements of tumors or any other clinical measure give the wrong results

On natural scene images:

(1) The noise factors on the natural image make the machine learning model to give the wrong decisions.
(2) While training the machine learning model for the object detection needs the clearer images. Noised images may train the system wrongly thereby whole model goes wrong.

In the machine learning approaches, the accuracy of the model depends on the feature-choosing methods, if the choice of features goes wrong the accuracy of the model is affected. Whereas in the deep learning model, the feature selection is automatic, based on the images of the dataset the features are selected which enhance the correctness of the model. Hence, the deep learning model provides the higher results compared to the machine learning models.

Highlights of this paper are:

(1) Noise present in the medical image is estimated initially using the Rician energy equation and then refined using the neural fit model.
(2) A novel CNN approach is designed to identify the noise type. The accuracy of classification is 100%.

(3) The same approach is applied to medical images. Obtained accuracy of classification is 96.3%.

2. Literature Survey

Noise estimation is performed in the spatial and transformation domain. Spatial domain noise is estimated using PCA [10], a fuzzy model in MRI images [11]. In transformation, domain noise is estimated using DWT coefficients [12]. Both spatial and transformation domain are used to find the noise amount [13].

The presence of noise was identified by applying the DCT to obtain the kurtosis. The kurtosis values decrease with an increase in the noise density. The threshold value is computed by observing the kurtosis value for every image in the dataset. The absolute deviation for the noisy and noise-free images is calculated to decide image is noisy or not. They have considered the SIPI MISC dataset of natural images. The noise type detected is impulse, achieving an accuracy of 97% [14]. Subashini and Bharathi [38] extracted the statistical features such as kurtosis and skewness to determine the Gaussian, speckle, and salt-and-pepper noises using the minimum distance pattern classifier. The experiment is conducted on satellite, X-ray, MRI, and digital images [15]. The Gaussian and impulse noise identification and removal by using the intensity equalization technique where the author calculates the distance between the histograms, the maximum distance becomes the threshold depending on the value of the type of noises identified the noises and the adaptive filters are employed to remove the noises [16].

Kumar and Nagaraju [17] designed a methodology to denoise the grayscale image by collecting the features such as entropy, information gain, and skewness and carried out a comparative analysis on the six classifiers and achieved the PSNR, SSIM, and SDME values of 47.27, 0.97 and 61.63 dB, respectively. The regression methods such as the kernel greedy algorithm are employed to detect the Gaussian noise using the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm and achieve a mean square error of 0.033 [18]. The speckle noise is determined using the CNN, which has the two cascaded CNN models designed. The first stage will estimate the noise and give the input to the second module along with the noise image to remove the noise. Four layers in both the sets of CNN are designed with input dimension $40 \times 40 \times 3$. The dataset: 1,000 CT images of size $256 \times 256$ (National Biomedical Imaging Archive) is employed and achieved the PSNR of 23.05 [19]. To estimate the presence of noise, a fuzzy model and DWT coefficients are used [20, 21]. Very few authors have contributed in identifying noise type. Most of the authors concentrate on denoising the specific type of noised images [10, 22–27].

The CNN model is employed to identify the noises such as impulse, Gaussian, and Poisson noises. They have used the SIPI MISC natural image dataset, noised with one and multiple combinations of noises of the dataset size 12,650 image, for training 11,000 and testing 1,650. To reduce the computation time, PCA filters are used at every layer; 21 layers are present in the model and achieved an overall accuracy of 96.3% [28]. Table 1 represents the literature review summary.

2.1. Summary of Literature Survey. The nature of the noise is presumed based on the imaging modality used. These assumptions have saturated the performance of the filters. Many of the authors have proposed different techniques to identify impulse noise in a window of varying sizes. Very few authors have contributed to identify the noise type of the image. Dataset used is of natural images, and size is less. Hence, there is a need for detecting noise type of an image. After identifying noise type, a better denoising technique can be applied. Knowing the nature and distribution of noise plays a vital role. Hence, it is essential to characterize the noise type and noise level present in the images.

3. Proposed Methodology

The proposed approach for estimating noise and identifying noise types is shown in Figure 3. It has four main parts: the input image is transformed into DWT coefficients in the first part. The second part detects the edges from the input image and then down samples. The third part estimates the noise, and the fourth part identifies the noise type. The proposed algorithm for noise estimation and identification is shown in Algorithms 1 and 2.
3.1. Noise Estimation. Using the high-frequency components of the image noise is estimated. HH sub-band obtained from DWT has high-frequency components as well as diagonal edges. Diagonal edges are important features of the images; hence, they are not noises. So, these diagonal features have to be subtracted from the sub-band. For this, the borders of the whole image are found using the Sobel and then downsampled by 2. In order to remove diagonal edges, Hadamard operation is performed. Initial noise level of this image is determined utilizing noise using the Rician energy equation and then fed to the neural fit method to improve the estimated noise accuracy and resilience even more.

The blocks of the proposed system are briefed in this subsection.

3.2. Wavelet Transformation. The wavelet transform’s fundamental technique uses a function whose initial wavelet is zero. The fundamental wavelet may be expanded and translated to provide a function. The expression of the Haar wavelet and the scaling factor equation are as shown in Equation (1).

\[
\phi_k^{(s)} = \begin{cases} 
10 \leq x \leq 0.5 - 1 \\
0.5 \leq x < 10
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

3.3. Edge Detection using Sobel Operator. Sobel filter is a basic approximation to the notion of a gradient with smoothing. The gradients in the X and Y axes are often detected using the 3 x 3 convolution mask. The operator consists of a pair of 3 x 3 kernels, as shown in Figure 5.

The kernels may be applied individually on the input image to obtain gradient components (name them \(G_x\) and \(G_y\)). The size and direction of the gradient at each position may be determined by combining these values using Equation (2).

\[
G = \sqrt{G_x^2 + G_y^2},
\]

(2)

where \(G\) is the gradient value, \(G_x\) and \(G_y\) are the gradient components, respectively.

3.4. Initial Noise Estimation. After applying wavelet transform, HH sub-bands standard deviation is found using Rician energy equation Equation (3).

\[
\sigma_{ne} = \frac{k}{N} \sqrt{\sum_{i,j\in HH} f_{ne}^2(i,j)},
\]

(3)

where \(\sigma_{ne}\) is the standard deviation of the noisy HH sub-band without edge, \(k\) is the constant equal to 4, \(N\) is the size, and \(f_{ne}\) is the noedge image. The combined image of Sobel and HH sub-band obtained image is shown in Figure 6.

3.5. Noise Estimation using Neural Fit. The purpose of the proposed system is to perform the noise estimation using the
Rician energy equation and neural fit [33]. The initial noise is found by using Equation (3). For the adaptive noise estimation, the Rician noise is employed, and it is applied to the HH subcomponent [21].

The neural tool MATLAB is employed to design the neural fit model. The GUI-based training model has ten hidden layers, a sigmoid activation function, and a feed-forward network [34]. The features are divided into 60, 20, and 20 for the training, testing, and validation. The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is used for training with 10 hidden layers. The error is measured using mean square error. The parameters involved in training are as shown in Table 2.

### Table 4: Description of data acquisition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. no.</th>
<th>Noise type</th>
<th>No. of natural images</th>
<th>No. of medical images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>44 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
<td>109 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>44 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
<td>118 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>44 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
<td>71 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Salt-and-pepper</td>
<td>44 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
<td>139 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Speckle</td>
<td>44 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
<td>141 images with noise levels:1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total images</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,100</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,890</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Sample images from the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the noise</th>
<th>Natural images from SIPI database</th>
<th>Medical images from TCIA and local hospitals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian noise</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion artifacts</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt-and-pepper</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speckle noise</td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The visualization of the neural fit model is shown in Figure 7, the input is standard noise calculated from Rician noise equation and the output is fitted using the neural-fitting model [35].

### 3.6. Noise Type Identification

Instead of directly providing images to CNN model, they are dimensionally reduced by half the size of the image and dimensionally reduced by performing Hadamard multiplication of HH sub-band and downsampled image [36]. Thus, obtained images are of high intensity. Hence, they are considered noise features. These images with noise features are fed to the CNN model for identifying noise types. Each layer of CNN architecture has four convolutional layers with a $3 \times 3$ kernel and filters of 8, 16, 32, and 32. Between each convolutional layer, batch normalization, ReLU is applied with max pooling, followed by fitting tool SoftMax with learning rate $1 \times 10^{-4}$ and 40 validation frequency. The details of every layer are shown in Table 3.

It is known that Convolutional layer performs the convolution operation and Batch Normalization standardizes and normalizes the input from one layer to another. This

---

**Table 6: Estimated noise level of five noise types.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise type</th>
<th>Added noise level</th>
<th>Estimated noise on natural images</th>
<th>Estimated noise on medical images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>Mean = 0, variance = 2</td>
<td>280,380</td>
<td>2,687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>Pixels = 15, angle = 20</td>
<td>2,195</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>Variance = 0.04</td>
<td>34,311</td>
<td>4,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt-and-pepper</td>
<td>Density = 0.05</td>
<td>71,220</td>
<td>46,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speckle</td>
<td>Variance = 0.04</td>
<td>54,126</td>
<td>9,203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows the estimated noise levels for Gaussian is 2,687, motion noise is 1, Poisson noise is 4,740, salt-and-pepper noise is 46,740, and speckle noise is 9,203. From this, it is not possible to corelate the estimated noise level with the added noise.
The result and discussion have two subdivisions: noise estimation and noise identification.

4.1. Noise Estimation. The estimated noise level for motion-noised image is shown in Figure 8. The estimated noise level is 3.6755.

4.2. Noise Identification. For noise type identification, CNN model without max pooling layer is used for the proposed methodology (Figure 1). The experiment is carried out on natural images and medical images.

The performance analysis of the defined CNN model to identify the noise is shown in Figure 9. The training process is shown in Figure 10 with validation accuracy of 97.05%.

The confusion matrix for natural images and medical images are shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b), respectively. This shows the predicted class and the true class.
The results of the confusion matrix of natural images show accuracy of 100%. Hence, when we applied the proposed model to the medical images, the results show accuracy of 96.3%. The performance analysis of the proposed system for natural images and medical images is shown in Table 7.

4.2.1. Comparative Study. A comparative study shows the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is more accurate for identifying the noise type present in the natural and medical images as shown in Table 8.

The graph in Figure 12 shows the performance of this algorithm with other methods. The graph shows that this method of CNN using edge-subtracted HH subcomponent has good accuracy compared to other authors’ algorithms.

5. Conclusion

The nature of noise type is preassumed based on the imaging modality used. With these assumptions, filters performance is saturated. Hence, an intelligent image noise estimation and noise type recognition method are needed. Once the estimated noise and noise type corrupting an image are identified, an appropriate denoising filter with estimated noise can be applied. For denoising, it is important to characterize the noise type and the estimate noise based on their characteristics of distribution. Here, an experiment was carried out on the dataset of natural images from SIPI and medical images collected from TSIA and local Hospitals. The noises considered for identification are Gaussian, motion, Poisson, salt-and-pepper, and speckle. In the proposed system, instead of using images directly, the only noise component of the image is fed to the CNN for classification. HH sub-band of the DWT transformation has high-intensity values and also edges. From the HH band, edge components are removed by performing Hadamard operation with the Sobel edge-detected downsampled image. For noise estimation, the neural fit model is used, and for classification CNN model. The CNN architecture was designed without max pooling. Experimenting on natural images with five noises gives 100% accuracy, and on medical images with the same five noises gives the accuracy of 96.3%. The images contain multiple noises; hence, in future, the experiment of noise estimation and noise type identification can be carried out on these images. Also, further enhancement can be carried out on different datasets with different noise types.
FIGURE 11: (a) Confusion matrix for noise type identification of natural images; (b) confusion matrix for noise type identification of medical images.
Table 7: Performance of noise type identification for natural images and medical images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise Type</th>
<th>Gaussian</th>
<th>Motion</th>
<th>Poisson</th>
<th>Salt-and-pepper</th>
<th>Speckle</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Performance of noise type identification for natural images

(b) Performance of noise type identification for medical images

This shows the average precision, recall, F1-score, and accuracy is 1.0.

Table 8: Performance of proposed methodology with other authors and algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference no.</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Noises considered</th>
<th>Dataset used</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Impulse and electronic</td>
<td>Natural images</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>CNN with PCA</td>
<td>Gaussian, salt-and-pepper, speckle, and Poisson</td>
<td>Natural images from SIPI image database–misc</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>NN with moments</td>
<td>Gaussian, speckle, salt-and-pepper</td>
<td>Natural images</td>
<td>ANN 87% and NN 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>PNN with kurtosis and skewness</td>
<td>Gaussian, speckle, salt-and-pepper and non-Gaussian</td>
<td>Natural images</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>Gaussian, motion, Poisson, salt-and-pepper, and speckle</td>
<td>Medical images</td>
<td>86.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian Naïve</td>
<td>Gaussian, motion, Poisson, salt-and-pepper, and speckle</td>
<td>Medical images</td>
<td>86.93%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli Naïve</td>
<td>Gaussian, motion, Poisson, salt-and-pepper, and speckle</td>
<td>Medical images</td>
<td>76.83%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed methodology</td>
<td>CNN with HH sub-band</td>
<td>Gaussian, motion artifacts, Poisson, salt-and-pepper, and speckle.</td>
<td>Natural images from SIPI image database–misc</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed methodology</td>
<td>CNN with HH sub-band</td>
<td>Gaussian, motion artifacts, Poisson, salt-and-pepper, and speckle.</td>
<td>Medical images of MRI, CT, and ultrasound</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Performance noise type identification of proposed methodology with other methods.
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